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cover up to

save water
and stay cool

The Insulating Koolcover™
Primarily created to keep pool water refreshingly cool
during those hot summer months, the revolutionary
Koolcover™ Oasis Pool Blanket keeps the water in
and the heat out. It insulates your pool by maintaining
its temperature throughout the year – you’ll also find it
helps to keep the chill off the water when winter hits!
You insulate your house to keep it cooler in summer and
warmer in winter – Koolcover™ is the insulating pool cover.

Save Money

How Does it Work?

Using a Koolcover™ Oasis Pool Blanket will also save you
valuable maintenance time! By keeping leaves and debris
out of the water, Koolcover™ will keep your pool protected
when not in use.

Koolcover™ works like a regular solar blanket, but without
heating your pool. In the heat of summer, it reflects the
sun’s solar energy away, stopping it before it heats the
pool water. During cooler periods, it protects the pool
surface from wind and cold, and prevents overnight
evaporation. Cover your pool with Koolcover™ to maintain
a consistent, optimum temperature – cooler when its hot,
warmer when its cold – and save water at the same time.

Save Water
Koolcover™ will cut your evaporation by up to 95%, and
is an approved water-saving device which meets certain
council & government requirements, carrying the Smart
Approved Watermark. When you eliminate evaporation,
you save water – during summer, this can be as much as
10,000 litres a month!

Save on Heating
By helping to keep a more consistent temperature, and
virtually eliminating evaporation, Koolcover™ will reduce
your heating costs by around 75%!

Koolcover™ provides an efficient, insulating barrier between
your pool and the sun. With correct use, it will reduce your
chemical usage by up to 50%. With the money you save on
pool chemicals, water and cleaning time, your new ABGAL
Pool Blanket will virtually pay for itself within 18 months.

Save Work

Made to Last
Made from a durable polymer, Koolcover™ has been
specially formulated to resist damage and wear from salt,
pool chemicals and harmful UV rays. For your peace of
mind, Koolcover™ comes with a 5 year pro-rata warranty.

Reel Easy
Light and easy to use, we recommend the use of a storage
reel for quick and easy handling of your Koolcover™ Blanket.
For the ultimate in convenience, see the Hydrotools Reel
range for a roller to suit your style and needs.

